
The Boss Behind The Game Chapter 725 
“In the days to come, tai Qing staff was like a hardworking gardener, tirelessly imparting knowledge to 
the players and giving them strength. ” 
 
They contributed their own strength to the development of Lu Wu’s natural disaster cause. 
 
The players were extremely happy about this. 
 
It could only be said that the feeling of white silk was really addictive. 
 
This was the first time that players had encountered such a situation where they would be given both 
attributes and secret manuals. 
 
“However, in the days of White Phoenix, the players had also discovered that the stick was abnormal. ” 
 
The players who had already noticed some clues immediately reported their findings to everyone on the 
forum. 
 
“Among them, the post about reading more than 10000 books awakened the players. ” 
 
“*Combined with our recent discoveries, let’s talk about the Tai Qing gang. In short, I feel that something 
is very wrong. We still have to make our own judgments.+ ” 
 
“Op,*broke through ten thousand books+ ” 
 
Content: 
 
“Hello everyone, I’ve read more than 10000 books! ” 
 
“After waiting in line for 28 days, it was finally my turn to use the Tai Qing stick. I also obtained a secret 
manual,””moon god technique.”” Everything should be normal, but after I carefully studied the “”moon 
god technique,”” I felt that something was wrong! ” 
 
“To cultivate this secret manual, you need a special spiritual material called “”sky spirit stone.”” 
However, after I opened the auction house and searched around, I found that there was no such 
spiritual material. ” 
 
“Although our auction house had a wide range of items, it was normal that we couldn’t find some rare 
mystical materials. After all, the world was vast, and there must be a lot of mystical materials that we 
had never seen before. ” 
 
“Even though the manual “”moon god technique”” states that sky spirit stones can be paid with “”soul 
coins,””I’m still very curious about what sky spirit stones are. ” 
 
“And so, I returned to the familiar Hell’s library and began reading through the books. ” 
 
The information that I read next made me realize that there was something wrong with tai Qing. 



 
“According to the information I read, the sky spirit stone is an ordinary spiritual material used in the 
heaven realm. It’s equivalent to the “”Yin spirit stone”” in the game world we’re in. ” 
 
“Everyone should be familiar with the yin spiritual stone, right? it was the protection fee that sea chives 
had asked Sha suo for. Currently, our auction house also has a lot of Yin spiritual stones. However, most 
of the time, only lifestyle players are in contact with these spiritual materials. Ordinary players might not 
know much about these spiritual materials, so I’ll first explain it to you. ” 
 
“After understanding the details of the sky spirit stone, I had a new doubt. ” 
 
“Where was the heaven realm, and what kind of force was it? ” 
 
“First of all, the word “”heaven”” should be familiar to the old players. ” 
 
“In the beginning, I was like everyone else, thinking that the heaven realm was a force that lived in the 
sky above us. ” 
 
“However, after I checked the information, I found that this was not the case! ” 
 
“The truth is that the heaven realm is actually a plane, a new plane that is completely different from the 
world we are in now. It’s just like when we go to other realms during the cross-Realm War. ” 
 
“This discovery truly shocked me, which meant that our previous guesses were all wrong. ” 
 
“After that, I did an in-depth investigation. After all, everything had to be based on facts and not mere 
speculations. ” 
 
“However, after reading through many historical records, I was able to confirm my guess. ” 
 
It also confirmed that the Tai Qing stick was not a product of this world! 
 
“In fact, tai Qing’s analysis panel had already given us the answer to this, but we just didn’t see through 
the essence. ” 
 
“According to the analysis panel of the Tai Qing stick, the heavenly Emperor Taishang carried a weapon 
with him. ” 
 
“When I saw this, I thought that “”Grand Supreme Celestial Emperor”” was just a title for some expert in 
this world. ” 
 
“In reality, this concept was wrong. ” 
 
This is because the celestial Thearch is not a creature that lives on the same plane as us. He lives in the 
heavenly realm! 
 
“””In fact, we’ve already come into contact with the forces of the heaven realm long ago. For example, 
that talisman. His Interface Analysis shows that he’s from the heaven realm. During a cross-Realm War, 



we came to an abandoned planet. The creature introduction there is also related to the heaven realm … 
” 
 
“After fighting with the heaven realm several times, we can already be sure that we may become 
enemies with the heaven realm in the future. ” 
 
“This force should be extremely powerful, at least not weaker than the strongest BOSS in this world 
we’re in. (This is based on the theory that the higher the level, the more difficult it is. It might not be 
right.) ” 
 
“Thus, I began to have doubts about tai Qing. ” 
 
“As the weapon of a future enemy, and with its own consciousness, why would it be so kind to give us 
this opportunity? ” 
 
There was definitely an ulterior motive! 
 
“However, Hell’s library’s database was simply too vast, so I was unable to find any useful information in 
such a short time. Thus, I found my history investigation team and began a follow-up investigation on tai 
Qing. ” 
 
Let’s start with venerable devil ape. 
 
“After all, from the information we’ve gathered, the Tai Qing stick was originally the weapon of the 
venerable devil ape. ” 
 
“Although he had investigated venerable devil ape before, he only knew a part of his history, not 
everything. ” 
 
“This time, we conducted an in-depth and thorough investigation. ” 
 
“Finally, he made a discovery. ” 
 
“In the “”path of hell Second World chapter, Chapter 3765″”, it described the beginning and end of the 
Tai Qing stick’s appearance. I won’t describe it in detail because it’s too long. If you’re interested, you 
can go to the library to check it out. I’ll explain it briefly here. ” 
 
The devil ape clan only started to rise after the Tai Qing stick appeared in the Second World of the path 
of hell. It could be said that its existence changed the structure of the Second World and was the key to 
venerable devil ape’s overthrowing of the corpse clan. 
 
“In the past, we said that venerable devil ape was extremely talented and had cultivated to the immortal 
level in a short time. However, this investigation overturned the previous view. In fact, the key to 
venerable devil ape’s strength was the Tai Qing stick from the heaven realm. ” 
 
“Moreover, it was clearly described in the ancient book that the venerable devil ape used the Tai Qing 
stick as his faith, and at the same time, he used his faith to exchange for cultivation resources and 
cultivation techniques from the Tai Qing stick! ” 



 
!!! 
 
Aren’t you familiar with this? venerable devil ape’s actions were similar to ours! 
 
“You can look back at the live video of the battle of the second realm. At that time, venerable tree 
wanted to return the Tai Qing stick to venerable devil ape, but he refused! ” 
 
What did this mean? it meant that venerable monster ape had realized that there was something wrong 
with the stick and didn’t want to take it anymore. Venerable tree also said it was a disaster. 
 
“It could indeed give good things to others, but there must be a scheme. It was certain that the artifact 
Spirit inside was playing a big game of chess! ” 
 
“In order to confirm this, I also searched for many opportunities shared by players on the forum. ” 
 
“He discovered that all the secret tomes they obtained were, without exception, products of the heaven 
realm! ” 
 
This process was exactly the same as the process of establishing faith in the Tai Qing stick and the 
venerable devil ape. 
 
“From this, I came to a conclusion! ” 
 
“Tai Qing stick wants to control us players and brand the ‘mark of faith’ on us to build its Supreme 
image. Then, it will control us players to work for it, just like how it controlled the venerable devil ape! ” 
 
“The above conclusions were based on the information they had consulted. If you have different 
opinions, you can post them in the comments section and discuss them together. ” 
 
…… 
 
[Invincible lonely: the Science and Technology Emperor is awesome. You actually found out about it. 666 
(tips: 100 soul coins) 
 
“Suikua Taro: “”F * ck, does this mean that this fraud is going to train us like the venerable devil ape?”” 
And then control us? ” 
 
“Roasting Chang ‘e while holding a Jade Rabbit-does this mean that the heavenly realm is the same 
concept as the outer realms? It’s not in our origin world at all, but in another plane? ” 
 
“*The strongest Xue Li: first, give us benefits, then wait for the right time. Like a frog being boiled in 
warm water, he finally kills us … How terrifying!+ ” 
 
“Crayon Shinchan: “”we’ll take the benefits. As for faith … I believe even ocean chives wouldn’t believe 
in a stick. So, it’s time to squeeze it dry.””(Funny) ” 
 
…… 



 
The players on the forum were discussing the speculation of ‘reading more than ten thousand books’. 
 
“In order to verify this, a large number of players entered the underworld’s library in search of clues. ” 
 
“At this moment, the advantage in numbers was reflected. Many players found information that even 
reading through ten thousand scrolls had not found, which also confirmed the fact that the Tai Qing 
staff established faith to control the venerable devil ape. ” 
 
“After knowing the “”ugly face”” of the weapon spirit inside the stick, the players ‘attitude towards tai 
Qing stick changed. ” 
 
“However, the players did not show this. ” 
 
“That was because they were prepared to drain the Tai Qing stick first. As for whether they would be 
controlled, the players were not worried at all. ” 
 
This was because they knew that players were immune to soul-type attacks. 
 
“This skill was effective on all creatures in the game, but as players, they didn’t have to worry at all. ” 
 
“The players didn’t doubt it, thinking that it was a special setting given by the game officials for the 
players to experience the game. ” 
 
“So, we’ll just continue to feed him for free and let tai Qing stick continue to deliver. If we don’t squeeze 
him dry, we’ll consider it our loss. ” 
 
“In the next few days, the players did not show any signs of abnormality. They chatted and told stories 
as if nothing had happened. They continued to harvest opportunities at tai Qing. ” 
 
“However, tai Qing did not find anything unusual. ” 
 
He was very cautious and had even secretly controlled a few players. 
 
The players did what he wanted them to do. 
 
“Therefore, in tai Qing’s opinion, everything was going according to his plan. ” 
 
“However, what the artifact Spirit in the Tai Qing stick didn’t know was … ” 
 
“Every time he tried to control the players to do something, the game prompt would sound in the 
players ‘minds: ” 
 
“*Game prompt: you have received tai Qing stick’s thought transmission, indicating that you should turn 
around on the spot … This damage has been nullified by the soul!+ ” 
 
“Although they were exempted, the players, who knew that they couldn’t be exposed, still followed tai 
Qing’s requirements. ” 



 
“According to a certain player, we will do whatever tai Qing wants us to do. We’ll just take it as tricking 
fools. ” 
 
“However, the players ‘behavior gave tai Qing a concept. ” 
 
“Compared to the demonic ape clan, this race was easier to control. Just a little bit of faith was enough 
to make them obedient. They were simply the best tools to use. ” 
 
“At this moment, the weapon spirit in tai Qing fell into the beautiful fantasy that the players had woven 
for it. ” 
 
He was even thinking of creating a super race to exhaust the netherworld’s fighting power and lay the 
groundwork for the war between the two worlds after the Grand Supreme recovered. 
 
“Although the energy source in the staff was depleting every day, when he thought of the future, the 
weapon spirit of the Tai Qing staff had no regrets. It worked diligently for Lu Wu 24 hours a day. ” 
 
“However, as the days passed, the artifact Spirit in the Tai Qing stick also noticed that something was 
wrong. ” 
 
Why were there so many members of this race … 
 
“It had been two months, but why were there still no repeated players? when would this end? ” 
 
He felt like his body was about to be emptied … 


